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* * * Follow - Grover Kemble 
(West End Records CD) 
 
     A luminary on the local New Jersey club scene 

since his Za Zu Zaz band of the 1970s, Kemble has 

developed a highly personal, idiomatic style 

mixing elements of jazz, rock, folk and blue-eyed 

soul. His singing combines the voice of the 

hipster hepcat with that of the sincere folk singer-

songwriter, while his guitar playing-at least here, 

confined to nylon string acoustic guitar-is that of 

a swinging cool cat. 

     Kemble calls this his "crossover" album and it 

features 15 tracks, five of them originals. His 

songs range in style from the title cut, full of 

grand romantic sentiments in the form of a pop-

rock power ballad (although presented devoid of 

the grandiose trappings), to "Cool Cat Clawdy," a 

"bawdy blues fantasy about a lady chiropractor 

who could really crack my back!" according to 

Kemble. 

     Another original, "Love Is Just A Game (Some 

People Play)," has a frothy Latin-tinged feel, while 

"I Wish I Was Your Man" and "So Much Love to 

Give" have the affecting plain structure and 

honesty of the confessional singer-songwriter 

genre. 

     Kemble ranges far and wide in choosing the 

other songs on the album, borrowing equally 

from classic American Popular Song standards 

and vintage R&B and country. He does them all 

with a warm sense of affection in his own 

inimitable style, adding a Latin beat to "That's 

All," applying his insinuating tone and rhythmic 

phrasing to "Out of Nowhere" and bringing a  

 

 

 

down-homey,  aw-shucks quality to "Somewhere 

Over the Rainbow." 

     With a slightly gritty tone and limited range, 

Kemble's voice is most fluent rhythmically, 

phrasing elastically around and over the beat. So 

"Lock My Heart" easily reflects the fluid swing of 

Etta Jones, from whose recording he learned it, 

and "No Regrets" is as supple as Phoebe Snow's 

version. And whenever Grover scats, his easy 

enthusiasm charms. 

     Instrumentally, his cool, swinging 

guitar leads and solos are perfectly complemented 

by the fine bass grooves of Steve Freeman and the 

tasty drum and cymbal work of Tom Sayek. 

     The Grover Kemble Trio will be appearing at 

Trumpets in Montclair on Sunday night in an 

evening also billed as an album release party for 

this CD. 


